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Study design

Qualitative stage: 

3 Focus group discussions in the United 

Kingdom

Quantitative stage:

CAWI (web survey), recruitment from online 

panel in the United Kingdom

Customer: Lithuania travel

Sample size: 14 respondents

Fieldwork period: 2021 November

Target group: 25 – 60 y. o. travelers from London 

or Birmingham, who travel abroad at least once a year, 
have some knowledge about Lithuania but have never 

been there

Duration of the discussion: 2 h

Sample size: 1210 respondents

Fieldwork period: 2022.01.04-01.21

Online panel partner:

Target group: 25-65 years old British who travel abroad at 

least once a year (excluding the Covid period)

Duration of interview: 15 min

Provider: KOG Institute

Algirdo str. 38, Vilnius, LT-03218

Rūta Matulaitienė

Research & Insights Manager

ruta.matulaitiene@koginstitutas.lt

Ph. +370 6 4711639 

Both quantitative and qualitative data is provided in this report. Some slides represent qualitative input from Focus groups. 

These slides are marked accordingly.

The services of this study implementation were procured within the framework of the European Union Structural 

Funds project “The promotion of natural and cultural heritage objects (resources) of Lithuania to target inbound 

tourism markets”, No 05.4.1-LVPA-V-812-03-0001.
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Potential number of British 
tourists in Lithuania

The number of 25-65 y. o. British: 35,47 million 

(https://www.ons.gov.uk/, 2020)

According to the survey, 57% of them travel abroad 

at least once a year: 20.2 million

7% of them intend to visit Lithuania:          

1,4 million British

4%

53%

43%

25-65 y. o. residents of the United Kingdom

Intenders Travel but do not intend Do not travel

https://www.ons.gov.uk/
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Travelling habits, planning, information

48% travel once a year; 48% - several times a year*

Duration of last trip – 7-13 days (48%)

Budget of last trip – 851–1700 GBP per person (~1001-2000 Eur) 
(26%)

Top destinations** – Spain, France, Italy, Greece, Ireland, Germany

43% alternate between organizing travel on their own and using travel 
agencies. Meanwhile, there are 14% who travel only with the help of 
travel agencies, and 43% who travel only on their own. In total there 
are 57% of British travelers who use the services of travel agencies.

41% choose only leisure trips, while 21% – only sightseeing tours. 
38% use a mix of trip types by sometimes choosing leisure trips and 
sometimes going on sightseeing tours. 

Information is most often found on travel review websites, using search 
engines (Google, etc.), also provided by friends / family or found in online 
accommodation booking platforms.

Price, comfort and relaxation are the top factors when planning a trip 
abroad.

55% travel accompanied by a partner without children, 32% – by partner 
and children.

72% say they usually stay in local hotels, 39% stay in hotels belonging to 
international hotel chains (in total hotels are the usual place of stay for 
85% of British travelers). 38% usually choose a rented apartment, house 
or room (AirBNB, etc.).

93% usually travel by plane.

*from those who travel abroad with at least one overnight stay for tourism / leisure at least once per year

**from travel destinations analyzed in this research
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Lithuania as a travel destination

The main Lithuanian objects of attraction for Intenders / Considerers:
Local food and drinks, historical and cultural heritage, sightseeing in 
Vilnius.

The most popular activities among Lithuania’s Visitors:
Sightseeing in Vilnius, trying local food and drinks, visiting historical 
places of Lithuania. 

Lithuania is rated very well. It is liked by 89% of Visitors. 77% of 
Visitors would like to come back here in the future. 49% would 
recommend Lithuania as a travel destination. 

The Covid pandemic has a negative impact on travel:
65% of British travelers did not travel recently, but 33% already have 
plans for future trips. Intentions to come to Lithuania after pandemic 
stay rather unchanged – 16% of British travelers are more willing to 
visit Lithuania than before the pandemic outbreak, but at the same 
time 14% are less willing. 70% state their intentions have not changed.

Lithuania is mostly associated with Russia, Eastern Europe, nature 
and lakes.

6% of British travelers have visited Lithuania before and 7% intend to 
do so in the future.

Among Visitors, the main barriers prior to visiting Lithuania were bad 
weather, personal safety risks and cultural differences. 
43% did not have any worries.

The main barrier for Intenders / Considerers is that Lithuania is not at 
the top of their list of countries to visit, while Rejectors directly say that 
they never thought about going to Lithuania.

The main drivers for British coming to Lithuania:
Cheap flights to Lithuania, affordable prices, desire to discover new 
country.

The main drivers for Lithuania Intenders:
Desire to discover a new country, affordable prices, natural values of 
Lithuania. 
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Recommendations

British travelers* do not prioritize Lithuania as a travel destination. They see it as something new to add to their travel list once they have already visited more popular, 

mostly Southern European countries. The most of the British assume they would like a short weekend city break to Vilnius. However, some do anticipate 4-5 days 

holidays that would include visiting the capital as well as trips to local places of interest and to the countryside or the coast. Majority spend from 500 Eur up to 2000 Eur

per trip, which is a very feasible budget for a short visit to Lithuania and makes it stand out as a cheap destination.

In order to attract more tourists from United Kingdom, Lithuania needs to:

• The main barrier to visit is a complete lack of awareness as to what Lithuania has to offer. There’s no exposure to Lithuania, therefore, almost non-existent 

knowledge of Lithuania. Not knowing much about Lithuania makes it unclear what to expect. Thus, not as motivated to visit a particular destination or event which 

could be potentially interesting if only one was aware of it. Spreading general awareness is a number one priority.

• Safety and ease of communication in English should be highlighted, since these issues somewhat stand out among barriers to visit. Non-Intenders do not have 

expressed prejudices against Lithuania. Most of them simply have never thought about going there, lack knowledge about the country, prioritize other destinations.

• Awareness campaigns should include something that could make Lithuania stand out. There is not a strong defining feature to choose Lithuania as a travel 

destination, little to distinguish it from neighbours such as Estonia and Latvia, lacks standing out monument / tourist attraction to act as a trigger / reason to visit. 

Advertising specific events, such as fairs, festivals, Midsummer feast could also help to attract British visitors.

• UK visitors would be most likely to visit Lithuania for a short break if they are offered a good value, e.g., affordable flights, packages that include sight seeing, quality 

accommodation and traditional food at a good price. During the summertime, seaside trips to Palanga, Curonian Spit could be advertised. There are cheap, direct 

flights to Palanga, and beach holidays are sought after by Britons. During the off-season, trip packages including Vilnius, Kaunas, Trakai would have the highest 

potential.

• When it comes to nature trips, British travelers that are the most likely to visit Lithuania (high income group) prefer sightseeing, resting by the lake to more active 

outdoor activities. Rural homestays, camping and guesthouses are not very popular among them; thus, nature tourism is more likely to work better as day trips from 

hotels.

• Trip packages to all of the three Baltic countries seem to be attractive to British travelers. Opportunity to visit all of these countries at once along with cheap flights 

was one of the top motivations of past visits to Lithuania.

*from those who travel abroad with at least one overnight stay for tourism / leisure at least once per year
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Socio-demographic profile

Sample: All, N=1210

50%

50%

Male

Female

4%

21%

21%

55%

25-29

30-39

40-49

50+

25%

28%

31%

16%

Countryside

Below 100 k citizens

City from 100 to 999 k
citizens

City over 1 mln citizens

Gender

Age

Settlement size

32%

68%

Have children

Have no children

9%

41%

30%

8%

12%

Below 850 GBP

851 – 2200 GBP

2201 - 3800 GBP

Above 3800 GBP

Refuse to answer

Parental status

Personal monthly income

21%

23%

36%

20%

O or equivalent

Up to A or equivalent

Undergraduate degree

Post-graduate

Education

Share of British travelers going

abroad at least once a year 
(not considering covid period)

57%
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Types of respondents according to their attitude 
towards visiting Lithuania

Visitors
People who have visited Lithuania within the last 5 years for tourism / leisure

Considerers
People who have not visited Lithuania within the last 5 years, but they 

have thought about it

Non-Considerers
People who have neither visited Lithuania within the last 5 years nor they 

have thought about it

Intenders
People who are planning to visit Lithuania
Rejectors
People who do not want to visit Lithuania

Non-Rejectors
People who are not planning to visit Lithuania, but do not reject it

4%
7%

89%

7%

4%

89%

Non-Visitors
People who have not visited Lithuania within the last 5 

years



Picture:

https://www.lithuania.travel/en/place/going-on-a-hot-air-
balloon-ride-over-vilnius

Types of respondents. 
Cross tabulation (data cut)

% from all travelers VISITORS CONSIDERERS
NON-

CONSIDERERS

INTENDERS 2.3% 5.1% 0.0%

REJECTORS 0.2% 0.1% 3.6%

NON-REJECTORS 1.4% 1.9% 85%

85% of British travelers don’t reject but at the same time don’t consider 

visiting Lithuania. 

0,2% of travelers are Visitors who became Rejectors. 2,3% visited and 

intend to visit Lithuania again.

Sample: All, N=1210
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Types of respondents. Demographic profile

Visitors
People who have visited Lithuania 

within the last 5 years

N=48 (small sample size)

Considerers
People who have not visited Lithuania within the 

last 5 years, but they have thought about it

N=85

Intenders
People who are planning to visit 

Lithuania

N=89

Rejectors
People who do not want to visit 

Lithuania

N=43 (small sample size)

69% ▲

31% ▼

6%

50% ▲

17%

27% ▼

13% ▼

17% ▼

23%

29% ▲

19%

4% ▼

16%

41%

39% ▲

17% ▼

34%

41% ▲

7%

Male

Female

26-29

30-39

40-49

50+

Countryside

City below 100 k citizens

City from 100 k to 499 k

City from 500 k to 999 k

City over 1 MM citizens

O or equivalent

Up to A or equivalent

Undergraduate degree

Post-graduate

Up to 1700 GBP

1701-3000 GBP

3001+ GBP

Refuse to answer

Gender

Age

Settlement 

size

Personal 

monthly 

income

Education

▼ Statistically significantly less

▲ Statistically significantly more

65% ▲

35% ▼

8%

37% ▲

21%

34% ▼

14% ▼

26%

20%

6%

34% ▲

11% ▼

15%

40%

34% ▲

25%

35%

34% ▲

6%

71% ▲

29% ▼

6%

45% ▲

18%

32% ▼

12% ▼

23%

14% ▼

19% ▲

33% ▲

10% ▼

12% ▼

38%

39% ▲

21% ▼

32%

41% ▲

6%

47%

54%

7%

28%

30%

35% ▼

16%

28%

19%

19%

19%

14%

30%

35%

21%

37%

28%

23%

12%



Travelling habits, 
planning, information
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Travel destinations

Sample: All, N=1210

56%

33%
31%

27%
25%

20% 18%

10% 8% 7% 5% 4% 3% 2%

11%

84%

74%

60% 59%
54%

50%
45%

20%
23%

17%

11%
6% 7% 6%

2%

Spain France Italy Greece Ireland Germany Netherlands Poland Czech
Republic

Hungary Finland Lithuania Latvia Estonia None of the
above

Visited during the last 5 years Ever visited

Which of the following countries have you ever travelled to for tourism/leisure? (multiple choice) Which of the following countries have you visited during last 5 years for tourism/leisure? (multiple choice)

56% of British travelers during the last 5 years visited Spain. One third of them have travelled to France, 3 out of 10 to Italy or Greece, while 

Lithuania is #12 travel destination.

Lithuania is one of the least visited countries as well as other Baltic states. Lithuania is #13 ever visited travel destination among the researched 

countries.

#13

#12
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6%

18%

48%

29%

2-3 days

4-6 days

7-13 days

14 days or longer

Last travel duration

10%

20%

21%

26%

13%

10%

Up to 400 GBP (up to ~500 Eur)

401 – 650 GBP (~501-800 Eur)

651 – 850 GBP (~801-1000 Eur)

851 – 1700 GBP (~1001-2000 Eur)

1701 – 2000 GBP (~2001-2400 Eur)

Above 2000 GBP (~over 2400 Eur)

Last travel expenses

Duration and budget of the last trip

Sample: All, N=1210

How long was your last abroad travel for tourism? (single choice) What budget did you spend on your last abroad travel for tourism per person? (single choice)

1-2 weeks (7-13 days) trip duration was more often chosen by those who choose trips organized by

agencies, people who prefer leisure trips, those who prefer staying in camping, people who spent

~1010-2018 Eur per person during the last trip.

Longer (2 weeks and longer) trips were more often chosen by people age of 50+, those who are

pensioners / retired, and those who spent over 2019 Eur (above 1701 GBP) per person for last trip.

Shortest trips were more often chosen by people coming from big cities (over 1 MM residents),

those who spent up to 772 Eur (up to 650 GBP) per person for last trip, those who prefer

independent travels, more often go by train and choose sightseeing, those who stay at hostels.

The last trip of most of British travelers lasted 1-2 weeks. Most of them spent ~1010-2018 Eur per person.

851-1700 GBP (~1001-2000 Eur) sum was more often spent by those who having mid-high

personal income (2501-3000 GBP).

401-650 GBP (~500-800 Eur) sum was more often spent by those having mid-low personal

income (1301-1700 GBP), those who prefer independent travels or travels with friends
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Qualitative input from the Focus group
Vacation Travelling Specifics

• All in all, it seems likely that Lithuania would be visited for a short city break or a 4-5-day trip if 

affordable and accessible from regional airports in the UK:

• While most assume it would be short weekend city break to Vilnius, some do anticipate 4-5-day 

holidays, that would include the capital and trips to local places of interest and into the countryside / to 

the coast.

• The visitors from the UK would be most likely to visit Lithuania for a short break if perceived to offer 

good value, e.g., affordable flights, packages that include sight seeing, quality accommodation and food 

at a good price.

• A visitor from the UK would be attracted to a trip offering cultural tourism, sightseeing tours, and 

exploration of nature (forests / beaches). For younger visitors wellbeing and entertainment tourism 

appeals as well.
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Travel frequency and transport

Sample: All, N=1210

48%

48%

4%

Several times a year

Once a year

Can’t say

Travel frequency

93%

30%

17%

6%

5%

3%

4%

Plane

Car

Train

Bus with a group of tourists

Bus individually

Campervan

Other

Travel transport

How often do you travel abroad for tourism? (single choice) Which means of transport do you usually choose for travelling abroad? (multiple choice)

People who travel several times a year most often have either undergraduate or post-graduate

level of education, those having the highest personal income (3001 GBP and more), those who

travel both on their own and trips organized by agencies, those who prefer both leisure and

sightseeing trips, those who travel individually or with friends, more often travelling by different

vehicles, those who prefer staying anywhere except local hotels, know a lot about Lithuania,

have been to Lithuania or intend to visit it.

People who travel once a year most often have lower level of education, lower personal income

(below 1300 GBP), travel with trips organized by agencies and prefer leisure trips. Less of those

travelers know Lithuania or consider to visit it.

A plane was more often chosen by those most often travelling with friends, people staying in both

international and local hotels.

A car was more often chosen by men, 30-39 y. o. people, people from North East side, those are

residents of large cities, have children under the age of 18, those having post-graduate level of

education, who are employed on contract of mandate, those having highest personal income

(above 3800 GBP), travel several times a year, those who travel both on their own and trips

organized by agencies, those who prefer both leisure and sightseeing trips, those who travel

individually, with partner and children, or with other family members, those who have been in

Lithuania during the last 5 years.

A half of the British travelers go abroad once a year, and the other half – several times a year. The majority of trips are made by plane.

On average 1,6 types of transport means 

are chosen.

1 type of transport – 65% 
(Plane (91%*), Car (5%), Train (0,6%),

Bus with a group of tourists (0,6%), Bus Individually 

(0,5%), Campervan (0,4%)

2 types of transport – 21% 
(Plane (94%), Car (65%), Train (23%),Bus with a 

group of tourists (6%), Bus individually (3%), 

Campervan (2%)

3 and more types of transport – 14%
(Plane (93%), Car (82%), Train (75%), Bus with a 

group of tourists (14%), Bus Individually (13%), 

Campervan (8%)
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Travel organization and type

Sample: All, N=1210

Only travels 
organized 

independently; 
43%

Only travels 
organized by 

travel agencies; 
14%

Both travel types; 
43%

Travel organization

Mostly leisure 
trips; 41%

Mostly 
sightseeing 
tours; 21%

Both types 
equally; 38%

Preferred type of trip

How do you travel abroad? (single choice) What type of trips do you go to more often? (single choice)

People who do not have children, have lowest personal monthly income, those who prefer

sightseeing tours more often choose only travels organized independently.

Only travels organized by agencies are more often chosen by those having mid-low personal

income (1301-1700 GBP), those who travel rarer (once a year) and those who usually choose

leisure trips. Both choices are more often among those who are from the largest United Kingdom

cities, who having children, those having highest personal income (3001 and more GBP), travel

several times a year, prefer both leisure and sightseeing trips, choose family and/ or friends as

companions, also among those who visited Lithuania during last 5 years.

Leisure trips were more often chosen by those who travel once a year, prefer trips organised by

travel agencies, and those know Lithuania‘s name only.

Sightseeing tours were more often chosen by those not having children, those who travel

independently, consider visiting Lithuania.

Both types are more often combined by those who travel several times a year, choose both trips

organised by agencies and individually, those who travel by themselves, rent

apartment/guesthouse or stay with friends, and they intend to visit Lithuania in the future.

Most British travelers prefer independently organized trips. They value leisure trips more than sightseeing tours.

organize trip by themselves86%

use services of travel agencies57%

like leisure trips79%

like sightseeing tours59%
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Travel companions and person-decision maker

Sample: All, N=1210

83%

36%

9%

9%

1%

Me, myself

Partner / husband /
wife

Friends

Family (e.g. parents,
siblings)

Other

Decision maker

Who usually deals with preparations related to your tourist travel abroad? (multiple choice)

People who plan their trip by themselves are more often those aged 30-39, those having highest

personal income, who prefer both trips organised by agencies or individually, those who travel with

children or by themselves, prefer travel by car or caravan, also those who more often choose to

stay at rented apartment, with friends or rural homestead.

Partner is more often involved by those who have children, travelers who have highest income,

those who choose a car or a caravan as a transport mean, and those who prefer staying in

camping.

The majority of the British travelers say that they usually deal with preparations related to travel abroad themselves, while 17% let other 

people do the planning for them. Mostly partners are the main travel companions.

55%

32%

26%

23%

19%

8%

1%

With my partner without children

With my partner and with children

With friends

Traveling alone

With other family members only
(parents, siblings, etc.)

With children only (no partner)

Other

Travel companions

With whom do you usually travel abroad for tourism? (multiple choice)

People aged 50 and more, those are either pensioners or run their own business, those who

stay in local hotel more often travel only with partner.

People aged 30-49, people from the largest cities of United Kingdom, those with the highest

personal income, and Lithuania’s Visitors, Considerers and Intenders more often choose their

partner and kids as travel companions.
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Types of accommodation

Sample: All, N=1210

72%

39%

38%

25%

15%

9%

8%

5%

3%

Hotel (local and not belong to any chain)

International hotel chain

Rented apartment / house / room (e.g. on
AirBNB)

Staying with friends / relatives

Guest house

Rural homestead in countryside

Camping

Hostel / Youth hotel

Other

Accommodation

Where do you usually stay when travelling abroad? (multiple choice)

Local hotels are more often chosen by travelers residing in cities with 100-499 K citizens, those who prefer both trips organised individually and by agencies, those who prefer both leisure and

sightseeing trips, those who travel only with partner or with friends, choose train or bus with other tourists.

International hotel chains are more often preferred by men, 30-39 y. o. people, people coming from North-East United Kingdom (from largest cities), people having children, who having highest income

level, those who travel several times a year, travelers who choose trips organized by agencies, those who prefer travel alone or with partner with children, choose almost every transport mean except

plane, and those who Lithuania's Visitors and Considerers.

Rented apartment / house / room are more often chosen by 25-29 y. o., highest income group, those who travel several times a year, those who choose individually-organised trips, prefer both leisure

trips and sightseeing tours, those who travel alone, with friends and not with children or only with partner, and those who are Lithuania's Visitors, Considerers or Intenders.

When travelling abroad, 7 out of 10 British travelers usually stay in a local hotel (that does not belong to any chain).

In average 2,0 stay types are chosen.

1 type of stay – 40% 

(local hotels - 54%, hotel chain - 19%, rented place - 12%, 

friends'/relatives' place - 9%)

2 types of stay – 30% 

(local hotels - 82%, hotel chain - 44%, rented place - 39%, 

friends'/relatives' place - 20%, guesthouse - 6%)

3 and more types of stay – 30%

(local hotels - 87%, rented place - 64%, hotel chain - 52%, 

friends'/relatives' place - 38%, guest house - 28%,rural 

homestead in countryside – 12%, camping - 10%)
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• UK travelers use a mix of  information channels when exploring travel destinations:

• Traditional travel agents (more likely to go on online than on the high street)

• Online searches for cheap flights and places to go

• Blog posts were sought via google searches by younger travelers (no specific names mentioned)

• Exploration on social media

• WOM recommendation

• Travel guides online and physical, e.g., Lonely Planet guides 

• A few older tourists mentioned watching travel TV shows

Qualitative input from the Focus group.
Tourist Trip Planning
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Sources of information

Sample: All, N=1210

Websites with travel reviews, Google or other search engines are the main sources of information for planning vacation outside United 

Kingdom. On average, 4 sources of information are used.

54%

52%

38%

35%

34%

33%

33%

30%

21%

25%

9%

6%

13%

5%

3%

6%

Websites with travel reviews such as
Tripadvisor

Google or other search engines

Friends' and family recommendations

On-line booking platforms e g  Booking,
Airbnb

Travel agency website

Search engines for cheap flights

Hotel website

Websites with holiday deals

One of the
sources

The main
source

Where do you usually look for information to plan your vacations abroad? (multiple choice) Which of these sources that you use for information to plan your vacations abroad is your main source of information? (single choice)

20%

19%

15%

13%

13%

12%

11%

2%

2%

1%

1%

1%

1%

2%

Tourist information points

Official (government) websites of the
country

Internet forums

Photos on Instagram, Twitter, other
social media

Printed tourist guides

Discussion groups on social networking
sites

Blogs, vlogs dedicated to tourism

Average usage of all sources (26%) 
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Those who travel independently vs. those who go 
abroad with travel agencies 

* From target group – those who travel only themselves, N=517 / travel only with travel agencies, N=174

#12 among the list countries visited in the last 5 years. 

Only Latvia and Estonia are slightly overtaken.

#13 among the countries visited in the last 5 years. Only Estonia is 

slightly overtaken.

Last trip more often lasted 2-3 days (9%*).

The expenses do not differ from the average.

Last trip more often lasted 7-13  days (64%*). More often spent 

501-750 Eur per family member.

43% travel several times a year, 49% - once a year. More often travel once a year (68%).

Less often travel by plane (61%), more often by car (39%), bus 

individually (24%).

More often travel by plane (88%), less often by car (12%), train 

(11%) or bus individually (3%).

More often go on sightseeing tours (36%), less often mix sightseeing with 

leisure trips (35%).

More often go on leisure trips (52%), less often mix sightseeing 

with leisure trips (31%). Most often companions – partner and 

children (52%).

More often stay in rented apartments (use AirBNB) (44%), at friends‘ 

places (35%) or hostels (23%).

More often stay in international-chain hotels (69%).

Most often used sources of information: websites with travel reviews 

(50%), friends and family recommendations (47%), on-line booking 

platforms (46%).

Most important factors when planning trips abroad: price, safety, comfort, 

discovery of new places (50%-68%). However, safety, comfort and direct

flights are not as important as the sample average.

Most important factors when planning trips abroad: price, comfort, 

safety, discovery of new places (61%-74%). Less than on average

care about discovering new places, interesting and diverse 

attractions, getting to know the country, more often care about the

possibility to buy a travel package.

Most often used sources of information: travel agency websites (60%), 

friends and family recommendations (33%), on-line booking platforms 

(32%).

TRAVELS ORGANIZED INDEPENDENTLY TRAVELS ORGANIZED BY TRAVEL AGENCIES
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Important factors during travel planning

Sample: All, N=1210

Price, comfort and relaxation are three most important factors for British tourists when talking about planning vacations abroad.

56%

55%

55%

50%

50%

48%

38%

36%

33%

30%

11%

9%

15%

11%

12%

5%

6%

5%

4%

5%

Price for travel

Comfort of travel and stay

Relaxation, peace and quiet

Discovering new places where I have
not been yet

Safety of travel and stay

Price for accommodation

The possibility of getting away from
duties and work

Interesting and diverse attractions

Convenient access from my place of
residence / direct flight

Getting to know different faces of the
visited country

Important

The most
important

24%

23%

19%

19%

18%

16%

15%

14%

12%

10%

10%

3%

3%

2%

1%

1%

1%

1%

2%

0%

1%

1%

Possibility to buy travel package (flight + hotel)
from travel agency

Good recommendations from friends or relatives

Low popularity / uniqueness of the travel
destination, allowing to avoid crowds of tourists

Good infrastructure (roads, hotels)

Knowing that it is easy to communicate in my
native English language while traveling abroad

Opportunity to choose “slow tourism” activities, 
experience

Possibility to obtain tips / information about what
to visit, meet, see from local residents / guides

Interesting attractions for children

Possibility to participate in optional 1-2 day guided
tours on site

High popularity / attractiveness of the destination,
attracting many tourists

Brexit related restrictions / requirements  towards
travelling abroad

What is important for you when planning vacations abroad? (multiple choice) Which of these factors is the most important? (single choice)

Average importance of all factors (29%) 
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44%

47%

9%

40%

19%

42%

56%

9%

35%

86%

42%

40%

26%

0%

5%

5%

63%

51%

37%

14%

21%

14%

5%

5%

5%

Types of respondents. Traveler profile

90% ▲

10% ▼

35%

2% ▼

63% ▲

17% ▼

19%

65% ▲

90%

63% ▲

63% ▲

56% ▲

29% ▲

33% ▲

77%

65% ▲

50%

50% ▲

38% ▲

33% ▲

31% ▲

31% ▲

0%

Several times a year

Once a year

Can’t say

Only independently

Only with travel agencies

Both

Mostly leisure trips

Mostly sightseeing tours

Both types equally

Plane

Car

Train

Bus individually

Bus with a group of tourists

Campervan

Other

Hotel (local)

International hotel chain

Rented apartment

Staying with friends / relatives

Guest house

Rural homestead

Camping

Hostel / Youth hotel

Other

Travel 

frequency

Travel 

organization

Travel type

Staying 

place

Transport

▼ Statistically significantly less

▲ Statistically significantly more

Visitors
People who have visited Lithuania 

within the last 5 years

N=48 (small sample size)

Considerers
People who have not visited Lithuania within the 

last 5 years, but they have thought about it

N=85

Intenders
People who are planning to visit 

Lithuania

N=89

Rejectors
People who do not want to visit 

Lithuania

N=43 (small sample size)

66% ▲

33% ▼

1%

41%

8%

51%

20% ▼

35% ▲

45%

92%

48% ▲

47% ▲

35% ▲

11%

8%

4%

75%

52% ▲

54% ▲

37% ▲

25% ▲

11%

11%

18% ▲

1%

74% ▲

25% ▼

1%

34%

5% ▼

62% ▲

18% ▼

30% ▲

52% ▲

92%

53% ▲

53% ▲

45% ▲

21% ▲

21% ▲

2%

73%

58% ▲

51% ▲

48% ▲

35% ▲

23% ▲

21% ▲

32% ▲

1%
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Travel habits, planning, information

Top 

Findings (1)

• Countries* in the South from United Kingdom were the most popular during the last 5 years: 

Spain (56%), France (33%) and Italy (21%). Lithuania is one of the least visited countries together with

other Baltic states. It is the #13 travel destination (4%). 

• Most of the British travelers spent 1-2 weeks (48%) abroad during their last trip. Most of them spent 

~1001-2000 Eur (851-1700 GBP; 26%) per person.

• The British travelers split into almost equal shares according to travel frequency. 48% travel several 

times a year and 48% visit foreign countries once a year (while the rest could not say exactly). 

People who travel more frequently usually have either undergraduate or post-graduate level of 

education, also the highest personal income (3001 GBP and more). They are also those who more 

often know a lot about Lithuania, have visited it during the last 5 years, and those who intend to visit it 

in the future. 

• Majority of foreign countries are reached by plane (93%). 1/3 choose travelling by car or/and caravan.

• 57% of British travelers use the services of travel agencies. More often they travel rarer (once a year) 

and usually choose leisure trips. 

• 86% of British travelers prefer organizing travels individually. Independent travelers more often do not 

have children, have the lowest personal monthly income, and more frequently prefer sightseeing tours. 

*from travel destinations analyzed in this research
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Travel habits, planning, information

Top 

Findings (2)

• 41% of British travelers prefer leisure trips, 21% - sightseeing trips, while 38% choose both types. 

• Most of the British travelers go abroad with partner only (55%) or partner and children (32%). 

Places of stay are chosen dependably on travel partners – those who travel with partner more often 

choose local hotels (77%). Those who travel with children more often choose international hotel chain 

(51%). In total hotels are chosen by 85% of British travelers. Rented places are chosen by 38% of 

British travelers, more often by those who travel alone (45%), with blood relatives (47%) and/or friends 

(53%).

• 83% of British travelers say that they usually deal with preparations related to travel abroad 

themselves. 2 out of 5 of them involve close relative into planning. It is related to with whom they are

going to travel. 

• Travelers most often use for help such information sources as websites with travel reviews (54%), 

Google or other search engines (52%), also friends’ and family recommendations (38%), on-line 

booking platforms (35%). On average 4 sources of information are used. Online booking platforms, 

websites with holiday deals, and search engines for cheap flights are top choices for Lithuania's 

Considerers and Intenders. Travelers who plan trips by themselves less often use travel agency / tour 

operators' websites, printed tourist guides, tourist information points, and websites with holiday deals.

• Price, comfort and relaxation – three most important factors for British tourists when talking about 

planning vacations abroad. Interesting and diverse attractions, an opportunity to choose „slow 

tourism“, a possibility to get to know the visited country - these issues are most important for 

Lithuania's Considerers and Intenders. Issues that British travelers do not care about – Brexit related 

restrictions and high popularity of the destination.



Lithuania as a travel 
destination

4
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Popularity of countries

Sample: All, N=1210

84%

74%

60% 59%
54%

50%
45%

23%
20%

17%

11%
7% 6% 6%

56%

33%
31%

27%
25%

20% 18%

8% 10% 7% 5% 3% 4% 2%

Spain France Italy Greece Ireland Germany Netherlands Czech
Republic

Poland Hungary Finland Latvia Lithuania Estonia

Ever visited Visited during 5 years

Which of the following countries have you ever travelled to for tourism/leisure? (multiple choice)

Which of the following countries have you visited during last 5 years for tourism/leisure? (multiple choice)

Lithuania was ever visited by only 6% of British travelers. 
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Depth of knowledge about Lithuania

Sample: All, N=1210

3%

7%

21%

11%

58%

I know quite a lot about Lithuania

I know some more about Lithuania than
only its name and geographical place

I know Lithuania name and where this
country is

I only know the name of Lithuania

 Don't know Lithuania

Knowledge about Lithuania

How much do you know about Lithuania? (single choice)

Lithuania's Intenders and Considerers more often state they know some more about Lithuania than its

name and location.

People with the highest income, those who travel by car/caravan or by train, and Lithuania's Visitors,

Considerers and Intenders more often state they know quite a lot about the country.

People who are retired, non-visitors and non-Considerers more often say they know only Lithuania

name and where this country is.

Every second British traveler who is aware of Lithuania knows its name and location, while 8% of them state they know a lot more 

about the country. 4 in 10 of British travelers who state they know much about Lithuania think the country has mountains. Mostly 

Lithuania is known as a country which has four seasons and has its own language.

74% ▲

73% ▲

66% ▲

66% ▲

63% ▲

60% ▲

58% ▲

41% ▲

40% ▲

39%

36%

16%

10%

52% ▼

42% ▼

33% ▼

50% ▼

37% ▼

38% ▼

29% ▼

22% ▼

15% ▼

40%

21% ▼

14%

11%

Has its own language

Has four seasons (spring, summer, autumn, snowy winter)

Capital is Vilnius

Is situated in Eastern Europe

Is member of European Union

Has a lot of rivers and lakes

It has a seaside, access to the sea

The main religion in the country is Roman Catholic

Is member of NATO

Has mountains

Is situated in Northern Europe

Capital is Riga

Is situated in Central Europe

Agreement to statements about Lithuania

High* knowledge
(N=125)

Low** knowledge
(N=382)

Which of these statements about Lithuania are true? (multiple choice)

*high knowledge – those who say they know more about LT than name or place/ know a lot about LT.

**low knowledge – who know only name or name and place where Lithuania is.
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TOP10 spontaneous associations with Lithuania

Sample: All, N=1210

What do you associate Lithuania with? (spontaneous answers)

Lithuania Visitors more often associate the country with its capital, Baltic sea,

Europe, friendly and fun people, and think that Lithuania is a nice destination for

tourism.

Both Lithuania's Considerers and Intenders more often associate Lithuania with its

rich history, nature and lakes, friendly and fun people, Baltic sea.

Russia, nature and lakes, Eastern Europe – top 3 aspects that British travelers most often spontaneously associate with Lithuania.

History – 4%
rich history, old country, old town

Delicious food – 5%
interesting, tasty food, traditional dishes 

(zeppelins, ect.)

Nature and lakes – 9%
forests, landscape, wildlife, 

countryside

The Baltic state – 7%

Eastern Europe - 8%

Russia – 10%

Soviet Union, Communism

Poor country - 4%
poverty, underdeveloped economy

Friendly and fun people – 3% 

Capital / Vilnius / Other Lithuanian cities – 3%

Weather – 5%
cold winters, snowy and cold

Tourist-friendly – 5%

vibrant, nice, beautiful, good 

tourism destination
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Qualitative input from the Focus group.
Subjective Perception of Lithuania

• Lithuania as a country is not well known, particularly by older respondents. There is very little 

knowledge about it as a travel destination.

• Perceptions focus on associations with other neighbouring Baltic countries; also former communist 

country, former ties with Russia, historical and religious attractions, attractive countryside with forests.

• There were a few mentions of it being a ‘green’ eco country, probably offers good value / low prices. 

• There is not a strong defining feature to choose Lithuania as a travel destination, little to distinguish 

it from neighbours such as Estonia and Latvia, lacks stand out monument / tourist attraction to act as a 

trigger / reason to visit.

• Among discussion respondents, no one had visited Lithuania, so there were only vague 

perceptions regarding transportation, accommodation, food, and one mention of the City of Crucifixes.

• The few younger respondents who knew people who had visited had heard positive things; good 

for weekend breaks with a lively capital that offers modern cuisine and good night life.
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2%

6%

3%

7%

10%

20%

8%

23%

Lithuania’s position compared to neighbours

Sample: All, N=1210

4%

6%

When compared with neighbour countries, Lithuania’s position is very similar to Latvia’s and Estonia’s position. 6% of British travelers have visited 

Lithuania, 7% - Latvia, 6% - Estonia. There are 7% of British travelers who intend to visit Lithuania in the future (7% and 6% to visit Latvia and Estonia

accordingly). Baltic countries have the biggest share of Rejectors (4%).

Travelling in the past

Visited in last 5 years

Ever visited

Lithuania

-31% -55% -61%

7%
4%

89%

-63% -51%

13%
3%

84%

14%
4%

82%

7%
4%

89%

6%4%

90%

Czech Republic Latvia EstoniaPoland
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20%

50%

18%

45%

25%

54%

27%

59%

56%

84%

31%

60%

Lithuania’s position compared to Western and 
Southern European countries

Sample: All, N=1210

4%

6%

The intentions to visit Lithuania are the lowest when compared to Western and Northern European countries.

Travelling in the past

Visited in last 5 years

Ever visited

Lithuania IrelandGreece Germany NetherlandsSpain Italy

-31% -54% -54% -60%

7%
4%

89%

-59%-33% -49%

53%

2%

46%

39%

2%

60%

38%

1%

60%

29%

2%

70%

23%

3%

74%

23%

1%

76%
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Vibrant / Nice / Beautiful places / 

Good tourism destination
23%▲ Nature - Lakes / Forests 24%▲ Nature - Lakes / Forests 24%▲ Don't know 47%

Friendly / Fun people 19%▲ Poverty 12%Friendly / Fun people 14%▲ Good tourism destination 16%▲

Nature - Lakes / Forests 17% Vilnius 11% ▲ Friendly / Fun people 15% Nature – Lakes / Forests 9%

Types of travelers. Attitude towards Lithuania

19%

8% ▼

23%

50% ▲

0% ▼

I only know the name of
Lithuania

I know Lithuania name
and where this country is

I know some more about
Lithuania

I know quite a lot about
Lithuania

Don't know Lithuania

Knowledge 

about 

Lithuania

14% ▼

48%

28% ▲

9%

0% ▼

20%

33% ▼

28% ▲

19% ▲

0% ▼

37%

47%

9%

7%

0% ▼

TOP3

spontaneous 

associations

TOP3 travel 

destinations 

in last 5 years

TOP3 travel 

destinations 

in future

Italy 71%▲ Lithuania 61%▲ Spain 61% Spain 65%

Spain 65% Greece 60%▲ Italy 60%▲ Italy 58%

France 63%▲ Italy 58%▲ France 60%▲ Greece 53%

#6 Lithuania 58%▲

Lithuania 100%▲ Spain 53% Spain 54% Spain 53%

Spain 63% France 48%▲ Italy 52%▲ Ireland 35%

France, Germany, Poland 56%▲ Italy 44%▲ France 51%▲ France 30%

Visitors
People who have visited Lithuania 

within the last 5 years

N=48 (small sample size)

Considerers
People who have not visited Lithuania within the 

last 5 years, but they have thought about it

N=85

Intenders
People who are planning to visit 

Lithuania

N=89

Rejectors
People who do not want to visit 

Lithuania

N=43 (small sample size)
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Lithuania as a travel destination 
through the eyes of British travelers

• 42% of British travelers know Lithuania. Only ¼ of them know more than just its name or location.
Intenders and Considerers tend to know about Lithuania more. The most often spontaneously mentioned 
associations are related with Russia (Soviet Union, communism), nature and lakes, Eastern Europe, the 
Baltic sea.

• The statements that British agree with most often are that Lithuania has its own language, four seasons 
and is situated in Eastern Europe. Ones who have higher knowledge also more often tend to agree that 
Lithuania is a part of the EU, has seaside, a lot of rivers and lakes. The most common misconception about 
Lithuania, even among those who claim to know more about it, is that it has mountains (40% believe so).

• Lithuania comes into the same level of consideration as Latvia and Estonia – these countries have similar 
shares of British Visitors, Intenders, and Non-Rejectors. 

• Only 6% of British travelers have been in Lithuania, 7% are Lithuania's Intenders. It is one of the lowest 
shares when compared to other popular countries – Spain, Italy, Greece, France, Ireland. On the other hand, 
Lithuania has a very low share of Rejectors – only 3%.

• Lithuania's Visitors more often state they know quite a lot about Lithuania. Considerers more often say they 
know more about the country than only its name and location. Intenders who have not been in Lithuania yet 
state they know quite a lot about Lithuania as well. Visitors, Considerers and Intenders have positive 
associations with Lithuania (nature, friendly people, vibrant, nice tourism destination). Meanwhile, Rejectors 
most often say they do not have any thoughts about Lithuania or are aware of country as a poor country with 
underdeveloped economy, nature and lakes.

• Though most of Lithuania's Visitors say they would like to visit Lithuania again, it is not on the top of their 
destinations list – it is in the 6th place, after Italy, Spain, France, and other countries. For Considerers, 
naturally, Lithuania is among the top of choices, along with Greece and Italy.

Top 

Findings



Drivers and barriers to 
visit Lithuania

5
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Barriers and concerns related to travel in general

Sample: All, N=1210

32%

29%

29%

27%

18%

17%

17%

17%

16%

14%

10%

9%

9%

9%

9%

9%

8%

8%

6%

20%

Bad weather conditions

Too high prices

I am concerned about coronavirus infection

Safety concerns such as theft, fraud, etc

Concerns related to the journey

Health concerns

Financial concerns such as unexpected expenses, loss of card or cash

Inability to visit popular places because of pandemic restrictions

No convenient (direct) / cheap flights

Safety concerns such as immigrants, conflicts with neighbouring countries

Fear of disappointment in places that seemed worth visiting

That I won’t be able to visit the most important attractions

Lack of interesting attractions, boredom

Cultural differences / language barrier

Lack of knowledge about the country

Fear of getting lost

Fear that local residents are not nice to the foreign tourists

Fear that I will get a tourist “facade”

Underdeveloped tourism infrastructure

I don’t have any worries related to travelling abroad

Is there anything you are worried about prior to the trip when you travel abroad? (multiple choice)

The main barriers to travel

Bad weather 

conditions
Too high prices Concerns about the

Coronavirus

infection
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20%

19%

16%

16%

16%

16%

14%

14%

14%

13%

13%

11%

11%

11%

10%

10%

10%

10%

10%

10%

10%

9%

7%

6%

43%

Safety concerns such as theft, fraud, etc.

Cultural differences / language barrier

Bad weather conditions

Financial concerns such as unexpected expenses, loss of card or cash

Fear that Lithuanians are not nice to foreign tourists

Post-Soviet country with a corresponding mentality

Concerns related to the journey

Lithuania is not exotic/unique

I was concerned about coronavirus infection

Lack of cheap flights

Fear that I will be disappointed

Lack of interesting attractions, boredom

Lack of knowledge about the country

Fear that I will get a tourist “facade”

Safety concerns such as immigrants, conflicts with neighbouring countries

Too high prices

No direct flights

No convenient road routes

That I won’t be able to visit the most important attractions

Underdeveloped tourism infrastructure in Lithuania

I was concerned about inability to visit popular places

Health concerns

Fear of getting lost

No affordable offers of easy “package trips”

I didn’t have any worries

Barriers and concerns related to travel to Lithuania 
among Lithuania’s Visitors

Sample: those who ever visited Lithuania, N=70 (small sample size)

The main issues British travelers were most often worried 

about before coming to Lithuania were concerns about 

safety and fraud, cultural differences and bad weather

conditions.

Was there anything you were worried about before travelling to Lithuania? (multiple choice)

The main barriers to travel to 

Lithuania

Bad weather 

conditions

Cultural differences, 

language barrier

Concerned about 

the personal safety 

(fear of theft, fraud, 

etc.)



General concerns vs concerns 
related to visiting Lithuania –
matrix explanation 
(how to read the following matrix)

Is there anything you are worried about prior to the trip when you 
travel abroad? (multiple choice) 

Was there anything you were worried about before travelling to 
Lithuania? (multiple choice)

Picture: https://www.lithuania.travel/en/place/going-on-a-hot-air-
balloon-ride-over-vilnius

CONCERNS MORE OFTEN THAN 

ON AVERAGE RELATED TO 

TRAVEL IN GENERAL BUT NOT 

BEFORE TRAVELLING TO 

LITHUANIA

MAY BE STRENGTHS OF 

LITHUANIA

CONCERNS MORE OFTEN THAN 

ON AVERAGE RELATED TO 

TRAVEL IN GENERAL & BEFORE 

TRAVELLING TO LITHUANIA

RARER CONCERNS – LESS THAN 

ON AVERAGE RELATED TO 

TRAVEL IN GENERAL OR BEFORE 

TRAVELLING TO LITHUANIA

CONCERNS MORE OFTEN THAN 

ON AVERAGE RELATED BEFORE 

TRAVELLING TO LITHUANIA BUT 

NOT WITH TRAVELLING IN 

GENERAL

MAY BE WEAKNESSES OF 

LITHUANIA
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Bad weather conditions

Lack of 
interesting 
attractions, 
boredom

Lack of 
knowledge about 

the country

Safety concerns such as 
theft, fraud, etc

Safety concerns such as 
immigrants, conflicts with 

neighbouring countries

Health concerns, e.g., that I will suddenly 
fall ill, that there will be an accident

Concerns related to the journey, e.g., that I will be late 
for the plane, that there will be traffic jams

Financial concerns such as unexpected 
expenses, loss of card or cash

Cultural differences / language barrier
Fear of getting lost

Too high prices

That I won’t be able to visit 
the most important 

attractions due to crowds, 
renovations etc

Fear that I will be disappointed in 
places that seemed worth visiting

Fear that Lithuanians are 
not nice to foreign tourists

Underdeveloped tourism 
infrastructure in Lithuania

Fear that I will not get to know the 
“real” face of the Lithuanian culture, 
tradition – just such a tourist “facade”

I am concerned about 
coronavirus infection

I was concerned about inability to 
visit popular places / museums / etc  

because of pandemic restrictions

0%

5%

10%

15%

20%

25%

30%

35%

40%

45%
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RELATED WITH TRAVEL TO LITHUANIA

Lithuania weaknesses

Lithuania strengths

General concerns vs concerns related to visiting 
Lithuania among Lithuania’s Visitors

Sample: those who ever visited Lithuania, N=70 (small sample size)

Safety (e.g., theft, fraud) is an issue that British travelers are the most concerned about in general as well as when it comes to visiting Lithuania. Bad 

weather, Coronavirus, unexpected occurrences (such as being late for the plane, unexpected expenses) also tend to cause more worry both during the trip 

to Lithuania and during travels in general. High prices are a common concern, but not when it comes to Lithuania – ones who have visited the country do 

not attribute expensiveness to it.

Is there anything you are worried about prior to the trip when you travel abroad? (multiple choice) Was there anything you were worried about before travelling to Lithuania? (multiple choice)
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35%
24%

16%

11%

11%

11%

11%

10%

9%

9%

9%

8%

8%

6%

6%

6%

6%

5%

5%

5%

5%

5%

4%

4%

4%

3%

3%
1%

Lithuania is not the first choice

I am concerned about coronavirus infection

Lack of knowledge about the country

Health concerns

Cultural differences / language barrier

I have started to think about it only recently

Concern to see post-Soviet country with a corresponding mentality

Too high prices

Concerns regarding bad weather conditions

Lack of cheap flights

I am concerned about inability to visit popular places

Safety concerns such as theft, fraud, etc.

Lack of sufficient financial resources

Concerns regarding lack of interesting attractions

Safety concerns

Fear of getting lost

Underdeveloped tourism infrastructure in Lithuania

No direct flights

No affordable offers of easy “package trips”

Fear that Lithuanians are not nice to the foreign tourists

Fear that I will get a tourist “facade”

The travel agency did not have an interesting offer

Concerns related to the journey

That I won’t be able to visit the most important attractions

Lithuania is neither exotic nor unique

No convenient road routes

Fear that I will be disappointed in places

Financial concerns

Barriers and concerns related to travel to Lithuania 
among Intenders / Considerers

Sample: those who intend to visit Lithuania, N=79 (small sample size)

Those who started to think about visiting Lithuania 

most often have not been there yet, because 

Lithuania is not the first choice.

Why haven't you been to Lithuania yet, even though you have considered or are planning such a trip? (multiple choice)

The main barriers to travel to 

Lithuania

Health concerns

(that will suddenly

fall ill, or there will

be an accident)

Concerned about 

Coronavirus 

infection

Lack of 

knowledge about

the country

Lithuania is not the 

first choice, so far, 

have chosen other 

countries
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Bad weather conditions

Lack of interesting 
attractions, 
boredom

Lack of knowledge about the country

Safety concerns such as 
immigrants, conflicts with 
neighbouring countries

Health concerns, e.g. that I 
will suddenly fall ill, that 
there will be an accident

Concerns related to the journey, 
e.g,  that I will be late for the 

plane, that there will be traffic jams

Financial concerns such as 
unexpected expenses, loss of 
card or cash

Cultural differences / language barrier

Fear of getting lost

Too high prices

That I won’t be able to visit the 
most important attractions due 

to crowds, renovations etc

Fear that I will be 
disappointed in places that 

seemed worth visiting

Fear that Lithuanians 
are not nice to the 

foreign tourists

Underdeveloped tourism 
infrastructure in Lithuania

Fear that I will not get to know the 
“real” face of the local culture, 

tradition – just such a tourist “facade”

I am concerned about coronavirus infection

I am concerned about inability to visit 
popular places/museums/ etc because 

of pandemic restrictions
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RELATED WITH TRAVEL TO LITHUANIA

General concerns vs barriers to visit Lithuania among 
Lithuania's Intenders / Considerers

Sample: those who intend / consider to visit Lithuania, N=79

Those who consider / intend to visit Lithuania are worried about the Covid-19 situation (both possibility to get infected and not being able to visit popular places 

due to restrictions), have financial concerns (too high prices) and worries about bad weather conditions, both in general and thinking about why they do not travel 

to Lithuania. Interesting to notice that in general they more often have worries related to lack of interesting attractions, but this issue was less often mentioned  

among the reasons they have not visited Lithuania yet. The most common concern regarding Lithuania is the lack of knowledge about the country.

Is there anything you are worried about prior to the trip when you travel abroad? (multiple choice) Why haven't you been to Lithuania yet, even though you have considered or are planning such a trip? (multiple choice)

Lithuania weaknesses

Lithuania strengths
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44%
29%
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7%
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3%
3%
2%
2%
2%
1%
1%
1%

3%

I never thought about going there

Lack of knowledge about the country

Lithuania is not the first choice

Cultural differences / language barrier

Underdeveloped tourism infrastructure in Lithuania

Safety concerns such as theft, fraud, etc

I am concerned about coronavirus infection

Lithuania is not exotic/unique

Safety concerns such as immigrants, conflicts with neighbouring countries

The travel agencies do not have an interesting offer to go to Lithuania

Concerns regarding lack of interesting attractions, boredom

Lack of cheap flights

Fear that I will be disappointed in places that seemed worth visiting

Concerns regarding bad weather conditions

To see post-Soviet country with a corresponding mentality

Fear of getting lost

No affordable offers of easy “package trips”

Fear that Lithuanians are not nice to the foreign tourists

Lack of sufficient financial resources

Too high prices

I am concerned about inability to visit popular places

No direct flights

Health concerns

Financial concerns

Fear that I will get a tourist “facade”

Concerns related to the journey

No convenient road routes

That I won’t be able to visit the most important attractions

Other

The main barriers to travel to 

Lithuania

Barriers and concerns related to travel to Lithuania 
among those who don’t intend or reject visiting 
Lithuania

Sample: those who do not intend or reject to visit Lithuania, N=358

Non-Intenders do not have expressed 

prejudices against Lithuania. Most of them 

simply have never thought about going 

there, lack knowledge about Lithuania or 

prioritize other destinations.

Why aren't you willing to go to Lithuania for tourism/leisure? (multiple choice)

Lithuania is not the 

first choice, so far 

have chosen other 

countries

Never thought about 

going there

Lack of 

knowledge about

the country
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Bad weather conditions

Lack of interesting attractions, boredom
Lack of knowledge about the country

Safety concerns such as theft, fraud, etc

Safety concerns such as immigrants, conflicts with neighbouring countries

Health concerns, e g  that I 
will suddenly fall ill, that there 

will be an accident

Concerns related to the journey, e g  that I will be 
late for the plane, that there will be traffic jams

Financial concerns such as 
unexpected expenses, loss 
of card or cash

Cultural differences / language barrier

Fear of getting lost

Too high prices

That I won’t be able to visit the most important attractions due to crowds, renovations etc

Fear that I will be disappointed in 
places that seemed worth visiting

Fear that Lithuanians are not 
nice to the foreign tourists

Underdeveloped tourism 
infrastructure in Lithuania

Fear that I will not get to 
know the “real” face of the 

Lithuanian culture, 
tradition – just such a 

tourist “facade”

I am concerned about coronavirus infection

I am concerned about inability to visit popular places/museums/ etc because of pandemic restrictions
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RELATED WITH TRAVEL TO LITHUANIA

General concerns vs barriers to visit Lithuania among
non-Intenders and Rejectors

Sample: those who do not intend or reject to visit Lithuania, N=358

Coronavirus infection and safety concerns (theft, fraud, immigrants, conflicts with neighboring countries) are the worries arising when traveling 

anywhere, including Lithuania. Specific barrier for Lithuania’s non-Intenders and Rejectors (less than often mentioned among general worries prior any 

trip, but more often mentioned as a reason not to visit Lithuania) is the lack of knowledge about the country. While high prices and bad weather 

conditions are common concerns in general, they are less expressed when it comes to Lithuania.

Is there anything you are worried about prior to the trip when you travel abroad? (multiple choice) Why aren't you willing to go to Lithuania for tourism/leisure? (multiple choice)

Lithuania weaknesses

Lithuania strengths
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Qualitative input from the Focus group.
Subjective Expectations from Visiting Lithuania

Subjectively perceived barriers to visit Lithuania.

• The main barrier to visit Lithuania is a complete lack of awareness as to what Lithuania has to offer. There‘s no

exposure to Lithuania, therefore, almost non-existent knowledge of Lithuania. 

• The lack of awareness poses many questions:

• What are the tourist attractions? 

• Do they have festivals? Music / religious / cultural?

• What is the nightlife like? (clubs, bars etc. are key for younger)

• What can I do with my children there? Is it family friendly?

• What will travelling be like? Does it have good transport?

• Will there be disabled access?

• Does it have a coastline, can you have a beach holiday?

• Not sure what the weather will be like. Most want warmer, more consistent weather during the summer than UK, will 

this be the case? Will it be snowy if visit in the winter? 

• Will there be Brexit issues that will make it complicated to visit? 
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Qualitative input from the Focus group.
Subjective Expectations from Visiting Lithuania

• Not knowing much about Lithuania makes it unclear what to expect. Thus, not as motivated to visit a particular 

destination or event which could be potentially interesting if only one was aware of it:

• “I think it might be like Romania with forests and Baltic sea beaches, but I have to be honest I don’t really know!”

• “If I knew it was very clean and eco friendly like Scandinavia, but cheaper, then I might go, I imagine there are some beautiful forests 

when you get off the beaten track. Do they have festivals? This sort of thing would appeal to me as I really like to immerse myself 

with the locals”

• “I don’t think it will be over-developed, so I’m thinking lots of natural beauty outside the cities and cheap enough beer, probably £2.40 

a pint! If there was an England game, I might go over with my friends for a weekend.”

• Apart from lack of awareness there are few firm barriers to dismantle. 

• On a functional level, cost, travel time or availability of direct flights to Lithuania are not barriers to visit.

• The pandemic is no more a barrier to visit Lithuania than any other European country (there was no awareness of 

Covid-19 infection rates or travel restrictions specific to Lithuania), and there was the assumption that the same 

protection and rules will be followed as seen in other European destinations.
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Drivers to visit Lithuania among Lithuania’s Visitors

Sample: those who ever visited Lithuania, N=70 (small sample size)
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Cheap flights to Lithuania

Affordable prices

Want a change, I haven't been there yet

Feeling that Lithuania is a safe country

Opportunity to combine trip to Lithuania with other Baltic States
countries

Wanting to discover local cuisine

Natural values of Lithuania

Friends or family recommendation

Desire to visit friends or relatives

Good shopping opportunities

The willingness to learn about the culture

Good infrastructure (roads, hotels)

Friendly attitude of Lithuanians towards Englishmen

Desire to avoid crowds of tourists

Attractive offer of a travel agency

Article in a tourist magazine

No language barrier

Other

One of the drivers

The main driver

What made you decide to go to Lithuania as a tourist? (multiple choice) What was the main factor which decided that you travelled to Lithuania? (single choice)

The main drivers to visit Lithuania

Haven't been there

yet

Feeling that 

Lithuania is a safe 

country

Cheap flights to 

Lithuania

Affordable prices
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52%

38%

38%

33%

30%

28%

20%

19%

18%

18%

16%

15%

13%
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11%

11%
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29%
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16%
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Want a change, I haven't been there yet

Affordable prices

Natural values of Lithuania

Wanting to discover local cuisine

Feeling that Lithuania is a safe country

The willingness to learn about the culture

Friendly attitude of Lithuanians towards Englishmen

Opportunity to combine trip to Lithuania with other Baltic States
countries

Cheap flights to Lithuania

Article in a tourist magazine

Desire to avoid crowds of tourists

Good shopping opportunities

Friends or family recommendation

Good infrastructure (roads, hotels)

Desire to visit friends or relatives

Attractive offer of a travel agency

No language barrier

Other

One of the drivers

The main driver

Drivers to visit Lithuania among Lithuania’s Intenders /
Considerers

Sample: those who intend to visit Lithuania, N=79 (small sample size)

The most important driver to visit Lithuania is a wish to 

discover a new country (“haver not been there yet”).

What made you start to consider travelling to Lithuania? (multiple choice) Which of these reasons was the main factor that made you start to consider travelling to Lithuania? (single choice)

The main drivers to visit Lithuania

Haven't been

there yet

Feeling that 

Lithuania is a 

safe country

Wish to discover

local cuisine

Natural values of

Lithuania 

Affordable prices
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Drivers to visit Lithuania among Visitors and 
Intenders / Considerers

Sample: those who ever visited Lithuania, N=70 / those who intend / consider to visit Lithuania, N=79

What made you decide to go to Lithuania as a tourist? (multiple choice) What made you start to consider travelling to Lithuania? (multiple choice) 

Least important drivers

Drivers most important for both segments

Friends or family 
recommendation

Attractive offer of a 
travel agency

Article in a tourist 
magazine 

(online/printed), etc

Cheap flights to Lithuania

No language barrier

Feeling that Lithuania is a 
safe country

Good 
infrastructure 
(roads, hotels)

Friendly attitude of 
Lithuanians towards 
Englishmen, hospitality

The willingness to learn about 
the culture, traditions and 

people of Lithuania

Not a very popular destination / desire to 
avoid crowds of tourists

Affordable prices

Want a change, because I 
haven't been there yet

Wanting to discover 
local cuisine

Good shopping 
opportunities

Natural values of Lithuania (the Baltic Sea, 
numerous rivers, lakes, landscape parks, etc )

Desire to visit friends or 
relatives

Opportunity to combine trip to Lithuania 
with other Baltic States countries
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The most common driver to visit Lithuania is wanting a change or adding a new country to the list. Other more apparent drivers are affordable prices, 

natural values, cuisine, country being safe. Unlike the Intenders, past Visitors more often mentioned cheap flights and opportunity to combine trip to 

Lithuania with other Baltic States as the main drivers. 
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Qualitative input from the Focus group.
The main Drivers to visit Lithuania

• The possible future spontaneous triggers (if marketing increases awareness) are as follows: 

• Affordability when you get there (cheaper than W. European cities and certainly far cheaper than visiting Scandinavia)

• Assume quiet, small country, low population, not a well-trodden tourist destination, so assume there would be a relaxed 

vibe and it would be a safe country to visit

• Potential to discover ‘a hidden gem’, unspoilt, not over developed

• A young country with a youthful population (drives expectation that will be lively in the cities) 

• Festivals (cultural, religious) throughout the year to enjoy

• History – medieval past as well as recent communism

• Architecture – palaces, churches, castles 

• A few mentions of forests, ‘green country’, eco travel destination 

• City break with ‘lads’ (cheap beer, football) or with ‘girlfriends’ or partners (restaurants, shopping, pampering) and some 

younger assume nightlife /entertainment on a par with the likes of Prague and Budapest

• If talked about by friends & family, they may consider it (a few had friends who had visited and enjoyed the city break 

experience)
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Safety concerns (theft, fraud, 

etc.)
40%

Safety concerns such as theft, 

fraud, etc.
35%

Safety concerns such as theft, 

fraud, etc.
38%▲

Safety concerns such as theft, 

fraud, etc.
37%

Concerns about Coronavirus 40% Bad weather conditions 29% Bad weather conditions 34% Bad weather conditions 35%

Bad weater conditions 38% Too high prices 27% Concerns about Coronavirus 30% Concerns about Coronavirus 33%

Types of travelers. Summary of travel barriers and 
drivers

The main

barriers to 

travel in general

▼ Statistically significantly less

▲ Statistically significantly more

Drivers to visit 

Lithuania

The main

barriers to 

travel to 

Lithuania

Considerers / Intenders (n=79)
Rejectors / non-Intenders, 

n=358

Bad weather conditions 25% Lithuania is not the first choice, so far, I have chosen other countries 35% I never thought about going there 44%

Financial concerns (unexpected 

expenses, loss of card or cash)
18% Concerned about Coronavirus infection 24%

Lack of knowledge about the 

country
29%

Concerned about Coronavirus 

infection
17% Lack of knowledge about the country 17%

Lithuania is not the first choice, so 

far, I have chosen other countries
26%

Considerers / Intenders (n=79)

Cheap flights to Lithuania 47% Want a change, because I haven't been there yet 52%

Affordable prices 41% Affordable prices 38%

Natural values of Lithuania (the Baltic Sea, numerous rivers, lakes, landscape 

parks, etc.)
38%Want a change, haven‘t been

there yet
40%

Wanting to discover local cuisine 33%Feeling that Lithuania is a safe

country
33%

Opportunity to combine with

other Baltic countries
33% Feeling that Lithuania is a safe country 30%

Visitors
People who have visited Lithuania 

within the last 5 years

N=48 (small sample size)

Considerers
People who have not visited Lithuania within 

the last 5 years, but they have thought 

about it

N=85

Intenders
People who are planning to visit 

Lithuania

N=89

Rejectors
People who do not want to visit 

Lithuania

N=43 (small sample size)
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Drivers and barriers in general and 
to visit Lithuania

• The main general travel concerns are related to bad weather conditions (32%), high prices (29%), 
Coronavirus (29%) and safety concerns such as theft or fraud (27%). 

• Barriers to travel to Lithuania among the British travelers who have visited the country were lower than 
general concerns when travelling abroad. Safety (20%) and bad weather (16%) remain among the 
common mentions. Worrying about cultural differences / language barrier (19%) is more specific to 
Lithuania. However, 43% did not have any concerns prior to visiting Lithuania at all. 

• For Lithuania's Considerers and Intenders, the main barrier is that Lithuania is not the first choice 
(35%). British people who have higher income are more likely to consider Lithuania, possibly because they 
have already visited more popular destinations in the past. Considerers and Intenders are also worried 
about the Covid-19 situation (24%) and lack of knowledge about the country (16%). 

• Those who reject Lithuania as a travel destination mostly simply have never thought about visiting it 
(44%) and do not express negative views. Among Rejectors Lithuania is less likely to be among the top 
choices (26%). When compared their general worries before any trip and reasons why not to visit Lithuania, 
it is seen that they do not have enough knowledge about the country (29%). This target group should 
be the last priority after Considerers and Intenders, because attracting them would cost the most and would 
take the longest.

• The main drivers to visit Lithuania among Visitors were cheap flights (47%), affordable prices (41%), 
wanting a change, a new country to see (40%). Considerers and Intenders less often mention cheap 
flights, but also emphasize the wish to discover a new country (“want a change, have not been there yet”; 
52%) and affordable prices (38%). They more often mention natural values of Lithuania (38%) as an 
attractive factor.

• To sum up, it can be observed that cheap flights and other expenses, safety, ease of communication in 
English, traditions, culture and nature are the values worth emphasizing.

Top 

Findings



Travelers’ expectations 
and experience in 
Lithuania
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Purpose of travel in general

Sample: All, N=1210

Visiting the sea or resting on the beach, trying local food and drinks are the most usual and often practiced activities during vacation 

time.
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Trying local food and drinks

Visiting the Sea/ resting in the beach

Sightseeing small towns, villages

Visiting historical places, castles

Sightseeing in capital city

Sightseeing in large cities (other than capital
of the country)

Getting to know the local culture, tradition

Shopping

Spending time with my loved ones

Visiting museums / art galleries

Taking an organized tour

Looking for the niche tourism, places, or
experiences

Usual activities

The most often
activity

What do you usually do during your vacations abroad? (multiple choice) Which of these activities you do the most often during your vacations abroad? (single choice)
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I visit family / friends who live abroad

I spend time in the wilderness, nature

I rest and relax by the lake

Night life

Visiting UNESCO heritage sites

Active outdoor activities (hiking, cycling, water
sports etc )

I participate in cultural events (e g  festival,
concert)

Sightseeing the whole country (for example in
camper, by car, in bicycle)

I make friends with the local population /
inhabitants of the visited country

I use health treatments including spa, wellness
centres

Visiting or participating in Sport events

I participate in religious events or visiting
religious places

Other

Average usage of activities (34%) 
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59%
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Trying local food and drinks

Visiting historical places, castles

Sightseeing capital city Vilnius

Visiting Baltic seacoast

Getting to know the local culture, tradition

Visit museums / art galleries

Visiting small towns, villages

Sightseeing other large cities

Resting and relaxing by a lake

Visiting UNESCO heritage in Lithuania

Looking for the niche tourism

Sightseeing the whole country

Spending time in the wilderness, nature

Making friends with the local population

Taking an organized tour

Active outdoor activities

Participating in cultural events

Shopping

Nightlife

Spending time with the loved ones
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Health-oriented treatments

Visiting family / friends who live in Lithuania

Participation in religious event

Other

Usual activities

The most often
activity

Purpose to travel to Lithuania among Lithuania’s 
Intenders / Considerers

Sample: those who intend to visit Lithuania, N=79 (small sample size)

What was or is the purpose of your planned tourist trip to Lithuania? (multiple choice) Which was the main purpose? (single choice)

The main purposes to travel to 

Lithuania

Trying local food 

and drinks

Sightseeing 

capital city 

Vilnius

Visiting historical 

places, castles

Getting to know 

the local culture, 

tradition

Visiting Baltic 

seacoast
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Trying local food and drinks

Visiting historical places, castles

Sightseeing capital city VilniusVisiting Baltic seacoast

Getting to know the local culture, tradition
Visit museums / art galleries

Visiting small towns, villages

Sightseeing other 
large cities

Resting and relaxing by a lake

Visiting UNESCO heritage in Lithuania

Looking for the niche tourism, places or experiences

Sightseeing the whole country

Spending time in the wilderness, nature

Making friends with the local 
population / inhabitants of the 

visited country

Taking an organized tour

Active outdoor activities 

Participating in cultural eventsShoppingNight life

Spending time with 
the loved ones

Visiting or attending sport events

Health-oriented treatments 
including spa, wellness centres

Visiting family / friends who live in Lithuania

Participation in religious events or visiting religious places
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Usual activities and activities intended to participate in 
Lithuania

Sample: those who intend / consider to visit Lithuania, N=79

Those who intend to visit Lithuania plan the same activities in Lithuania as during their usual vacation abroad – to try the local food, go sightseeing in 

the capital and other cities, towns, villages, to visit the coast, historical places, museums and galleries, get to know the local culture and traditions.

Spending time with the loved ones is not the kind of activity which is associated with Lithuania. However, visiting UNESCO heritage as well as relaxing 

by the lake is relatively more specific to Lithuania.

What do you usually do during your vacations abroad? (multiple choice) What was or is the purpose of your planned tourist trip to Lithuania? (multiple choice) 
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Qualitative input from the Focus group.
Subjective Expectations from Visiting Lithuania

• Most assume it would be similar to other Eastern European destinations such as Romania, Poland, Czech 

Republic, Latvia, Estonia and Hungary, or Russian cities such as Moscow or St Petersburg, so expect:

• Reliable hotel accommodation at different price points (budget to 4 star) with a good transport network.

• Food to be basic, with a focus on meat, fish, stews, soups (no awareness of national cuisine).

• No knowledge of specific places to visit, though do expect there to be historical, religious and cultural experiences 

e.g., castles, churches, museums, communist history, festivals.

• Not everyone knew if it has a coast or if it is landlocked, important to note that for some (particularly for family life-

stage) beaches are a big attraction.

• The weather is also unknown, some assumption cold and snowy in winter (which could be good for a city break, 

Christmas markets) and marginally warmer than UK in summer (22-28 degree). For the UK traveler a warm, dry 

summer destination is sought.
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Qualitative input from the Focus group.
Subjective Expectations from Visiting Lithuania

Note these are all based on perceptions rather than reality of experience 

Assume will be able to get direct flights from 

major UK airports from the main airline brands 

and flights in line with other Eastern European 

destinations.

No awareness of what public transport will be 

like, a few concerned it might be less than 

reliable outside of the capital. For many a good 

transport network is key to encourage 

exploration outside of cities and considered 

a great way to meet ‘locals’ and experience 

‘real Lithuania’. Expect to be able to go on a 

bus, or tram city tours and maybe boat trips 

around the coast. Expect taxies (Uber) to be 

available in main cities.

If exploring outside of the capital some would 

like to hire a car (assume easy and affordable).

As trip would most likely be a short city break,

hotels (to meet different budgets) and Airbnb

apartments are expected. Once exploring the 

countryside expect chalets, hostels, as well 

as cabins (Scandinavian style). Very likely to 

check out accommodation via Trip Advisor 

before booking. No mention of camping!

The expectation is that Lithuania will be an affordable country to 

visit, as they will be keen to attract visitors and living costs will be 

low compared to the UK. They expect that transport, food, 

accommodation and visiting sights will be relatively cheap 

compared to visiting Western Europe and certainly far cheaper 

than vising the Nordics. They expect prices to be in line with other 

Eastern European countries such as Estonia, Latvia and Romania. 

A city break is expected to cost less than other better known cities 

in Eastern Europe such as Prague.

Lithuania is perceived primarily as a city break destination with 

interesting architecture (from the medieval period and 

communism), historical and heritage sites, e.g., castles and 

churches. But no awareness of any specific attractions (with the 

exception of one mention of City of Crucifixes). Some mentioned 

exploring forests and beaches (but none were mentioned by 

name and not all were sure there are beaches). A few thought 

there might be natural hot springs, mud baths and saunas to visit 

and good places to hike. A few younger respondents also expect 

vibrant nightlife, including clubs, bars and gigs in the capital.

Transportation

Accommodation Prices / costs

Places to visit

Food
Food is expected to be inexpensive, however, they are not 

sure what the quality will be like. There is no awareness of 

Lithuanian cuisine, but expect basic food with a focus on meat 

and fish dishes, some expect Russian / Polish influences such 

as cabbage and potato dishes, soups, stews and vodka and 

craft ales. Beer was expected to be high quality and at low 

prices (a strong hook for male respondents).
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Activities participated in Lithuania

Sample: those who ever visited Lithuania, N=70 (small sample size)
Which of the following activities did you participate in during your tourist trip to Lithuania? (multiple choice) Which of these activities was your main activity, in which you participated most often during your travel to 
Lithuania? (single choice)
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Sightseeing capital 
city Vilnius

Sightseeing other large cities 

Visiting small towns, villages

Sightseeing the whole country 

Visiting Baltic seacoast

Resting and relaxing by a lake

Spending time with the loved ones

Participating in cultural events 

Getting to know the local culture, tradition

Trying local food 
and drinks

Making friends with the local population / 
inhabitants of the visited country

Spending time in 
the wilderness, 

nature

Health-oriented treatments 
including spa, wellness centres

Participation in religious 
events or visiting religious 

places

Visiting historical places, castles

Visit museums / art galleries

Visiting family / 
friends who live 
in Lithuania

Night life

Taking an organized tour

Shopping

Visiting UNESCO 
heritage in Lithuania

Looking for the niche tourism, 
places or experiences

Active outdoor activities

Visiting or attending 
sport events

0%

10%

20%

30%

40%

50%

60%

70%

80%

90%

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80%

U
S

U
A

L

IN LITHUANIA

Usual activities and activities participated in Lithuania

Sample: those who ever visited Lithuania, N=70

Visiting seaside, historical places, castles and capital city as well as trying local food and drinks are the most usual and often practiced activities during 

vacation time. These activities were also popular during visit to Lithuania, as well as learning about local culture, visiting other places than Vilnius, 

going to museums and for shopping. However, spending time in the nature or with the loved ones and looking for niche tourism or experiences are more 

specific to British tourist holidays in general than to trips to Lithuania.

What do you usually do during your vacations abroad? (multiple choice) Which of the following activities did you participate in during your tourist trip to Lithuania? (multiple choice) 
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Attractiveness of activities in Lithuania

Sample: those who participated in certain activity (number is indicated along each activity)

The most popular activities are also the

most liked ones – visiting seaside, 

sightseeing in the capital city Vilnius, 

exploring the local culture and trying 

local food and drinks.

How much did you enjoy this activity? Please use the 5-point scale where 1 means “I didn’t like it at all” and 5 means “I like it very much”. 

4,4

4,4

4,4

4,3

4,2

4,4

4,4

4,4

4,4

4,4

4,3

4,2

4,2

4,2

4,1

4,1

4,1

4,1

4,1

4,1

4,1

4,0

4,0

3,9

Visiting Baltic seacoast (N=29)

Sightseeing capital city Vilnius (N=40)

Getting to know the local culture, tradition (N=35)

Trying local food and drinks (N=42)

Visiting historical places, castles (N=36)

Visiting smaller towns, villages (N=24)

Visiting family / friends who live in Lithuania (N=17)

Taking an organized tour (N=18)

Spending time with the loved ones (N=16)

Sightseeing the whole country (N=16)

Visit museums / art galleries (N=23)

Night life (N=20)

Spending time in the wilderness, nature (N=18)

Visiting UNESCO heritage in Lithuania (N=24)

Active outdoor activities (N=17 )

Sightseeing other large cities (N=26)

Participation in religious events (N=12)

Shopping (N=25)

Health-oriented treatments (N=15)

Niche tourism, places or experiences (N=16)

Participating in cultural events (N=17)

Resting and relaxing by a lake (N=23)

Making friends with the local population (N=21)

Visiting or attending sport events (N=13)

Mean of evaluation

small sample size:
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Attractiveness of different travel-related aspects of 
Lithuania

Sample: those who ever visited Lithuania, N=70 (small sample size)

Food, local cuisine, Vilnius, safety, prices and 

nature are the most liked aspects of Lithuania.

How did you like the following aspects in Lithuania? Please use the 5-point scale where 1 means “I didn’t like it at all” and 5 means “I like it very much”. 

4,3

4,2

4,2

4,2

4,2

4,1

4,1

4,1

4,1

4,0

4,0

3,9

3,9

3,8

Food / local cuisine

Vilnius

Safety

Nature

Prices

Accommodation / hotel

Landmarks

Culture, traditions, folklore

Hospitality / friendliness of Lithuanians

Weather / climate

Road infrastructure

Night life, bars, pubs

Public transport

Ease of communication with Lithuanians

Mean of evaluation

84%* 84% 84% 83% 76%

The main liked aspects

* Top2 – Like very much + Like
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Evaluation of experience in Lithuania

Sample: those who ever visited Lithuania, N=70 (small sample size)

6%
6%

89%

General likeability

I liked it (4+5)

Neither I liked it, nor I 
didn’t (3)

I didn’t like it (1+2)

How did you like the Lithuania? (single choice) Would you like to visit Lithuania again? (single choice)

General assessment of Lithuania and willingness to revisit the country are very high – 89% have liked it and 77% would like to visit Lithuania again.

9%

14%

77%

Willingness to re-visit

Yes (4+5)

Neither yes nor no (3)

No (1+2)

Mean

4,4
Mean

4,1
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-100 +100

0

-50 +50

Willingness to recommend travelling to Lithuania to 
relatives or friends

Sample: those who ever visited Lithuania, N=70 (small sample size)

6% 7% 7%
10%

21%
19%

30%

20%

DETRACTORS

Half of the British visitors (49%) would recommend coming to Lithuania to their family or friends.

7

8

9

10

6
5

4
3

2
1

31%

PASSIVES

49%

PROMOTERS

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

Definitely no Definitely yes

NPS  =
% of Promoters

(9s and 10s)

% of Detractors

(0 through 6)
-

Net Promoter

Score

29

Would you recommend travelling to Lithuania to your family / friends? Please use a scale from 0 to 10, where 0 means I would definitely not recommend and 10 means I would definitely recommend. (single choice)

0

20% 31% 49%

Detractors Neutrals Promoters
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Visiting the Sea / resting on the 

beach
73% Trying local food and drinks 80% Visiting historical places, castles 76% ▲

Visiting the Sea / resting on the 

beach
84% ▲

Sightseeing in capital city 67%▲ Visiting historical places, castles 79% ▲ Trying local food and drinks 75% Trying local food and drinks 81%

Visiting historical places, castles 67% 
Visiting the Sea / resting on the 

beach
66%

Visiting the Sea / resting on the 

beach
69% Visiting historical places, castles 53%

Trying local food and drinks 63% Sightseeing in capital city 65% ▲ Sightseeing in capital city 64% ▲ Sightseeing small towns, villages 53%

Shopping 60% Sightseeing small towns, villages 62% Sightseeing small towns, villages 62% Spending time with loved ones 51%

Types of travelers. Top5 purposes to travel

Visitors
People who have visited Lithuania 

within the last 5 years

N=48

Considerers
People who have not visited Lithuania within 

the last 5 years but they have thought 

about it

N=85

Intenders
People who are planning to visit 

Lithuania

N=89

Rejectors
People who do not want to visit 

Lithuania

N=43 (small sample size)

Purpose of 

travel in 

general

▼ Statistically significantly less

▲ Statistically significantly more

Purpose to 

travel to 

Lithuania

Intenders / Considerers, n=79

Sightseeing capital city Vilnius 58%

Trying local food and drinks 59%

Visiting historical places, castles 59%

Visiting Baltic seacoast 48%

Getting to know the local culture, tradition 48%
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Experience in Lithuania

• Most of the British tourists usually try local food and drinks (75%), enjoy the seaside (70%), visit 

small towns, villages (61%), historical places, castles (57%) during their trips abroad. 

• The British travelers who intend to visit Lithuania are planning to enjoy Lithuanian kitchen (59%), 

visit historical places (59%) and go sightseeing in Vilnius (58%). In the context of visiting 

Lithuania, resting by a lake and visiting UNESCO heritage is Lithuania’s specialty in comparison 

to general travelling. Sport, health / wellness, religious activities would be the least popular.

• The intentions what to do in Lithuania coincide with activities taken there: the Visitors from the UK 

most often chose to taste local cuisine (60%), see Vilnius (57%), visit some historical places 

and castles (51%) and get to know local culture, traditions (50%). Shopping and nightlife are 

lower on the list of pre-planned purposes, but in case of actual Visitors they go up (maybe it is

something less expected to participate in prior to the trip to Lithuania).

• The main centers of attraction in Lithuania are capital Vilnius, local food and drinks and 

historical places – these activities are most often enjoyed in general and chosen to see or try in 

Lithuania. 

• The most popular activities are also the most liked ones: sightseeing capital Vilnius, visiting 

seaside, exploring local culture and traditions have the highest attractiveness scores (4,4 out of 5). 

• In general, Lithuania is assessed very well – even 89% of those who visited it liked it. Most of them 

would visit the country again (77%). 

• The recommendation level is good – about a half of Visitors (49%) would recommend visiting 

Lithuania to their relatives and friends.

Top 

Findings
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Travel only with 

agencies

No significant 

differences

Classic tourism

Nature tourism

Historical tourism

Cultural tourism

Travel only on 

their own

Cycling tourism

No significant 

differences

30%

26%

25%

22%

21%

18%

11%

11%

10%

9%

9%

4%

3%

3%

3%

2%

2%

Short weekend trip to one city in Lithuania

Food tourism

Cultural tourism

Historical tourism

Classic tourism

Nature tourism

Family tourism

Slow tourism

Shopping tourism

Nightlife and Entertainment

Wellness tourism

Canoeing tourism

Cycling tourism

Health tourism

Camping

Religious tourism

Incentives' trip – teambuilding

Preferred types of tourism in Lithuania

Sample: All, N=1210

Short weekend trip and food tourism would be the most 

preferred types of tourism in Lithuania. Cultural tourism, 

historical tourism and classic tourism would be popular 

as well. 

Which of the following types of tourism available in Lithuania would be most attractive for you? (multiple choice)

Considerers

Cultural tourism

Historical tourism 

Nature tourism

Intenders

Cultural tourism

Historical tourism 

Nature tourism

Camping 

Short weekend trip to one city in Lithuania is more

attractive to people who travel with a partner.

Food tourism is more often preferred by people who

travel several times a year.

Cultural tourism is more attractive to people with

1301-1700 GRP personal income per month, those

who prefer sightseeing trips, who choose to travel by

train, those who prefer staying in rented apartment

or rural homestead and for Lithuania's Considerers

and Intenders.

Lithuania's 

Visitors

No significant 

differences

▲ ▲

▲ ▲

▲ ▲

▼ Statistically significantly less

▲ Statistically significantly more
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• City break / weekends are most appealing. 2-3 days break is expected to be enough, assuming not too far to travel for a city break 

from UK and that flights are inexpensive. Tourists would like to explore the culture, history of the city, immerse in the cuisine, experience 

the nightlife. 

• Classic tours (sightseeing) are also very appealing, essential part of the city break or long weekend (4 days). Could be an organised 

city tour, bus or tram tour, to take in all the sights. Some are interested in all-in-one package where a sightseeing tour is included. A few 

would also like to do coach tours that take them to landmarks, other cities and to other experiences outside of the capital, such as hot 

springs, mud baths, castles. 

• Cultural tourism is attractive as well: tourists expect to be introduced to the culture (via museums, festivals, exhibitions etc.), with the 

aim to understand local people better as well as the history and how it has shaped the culture.

• Food tourism to explore and taste authentic cuisine can be motivating, also a way to get to know the place and the locals. Tourists 

would love to discover places where the locals eat, as this adds to an authentic experience which is highly sought by many.

• Entertainment is interesting for younger people and families. Suitable for children, encompasses family tourism, would also like to 

know when the festivals take place (music, cultural). Some would book a trip when these are taking place to join in the fun and be part of 

the experience. Some younger tourists want to know what types of live music there are available (in clubs, at gigs, at concerts etc.). 

• Nature tourism appealing for some younger tourists, assuming this would include beaches and forests, places of outstanding natural 

beauty and wildlife. They expect Lithuania to be a beautiful country and really want to experience and enjoy this. 

• ‘Wellness’ tourism (not medical / health) appealing for younger. Holistic experience, chill out, mud baths, hot springs, away from 

hustle and bustle of life tie in with the perceptions of ‘green’, eco living. 

• Less attractive:

• ‘Workations’, business trips and camping (not in line with short break or city break experience). 

• Water, cycling and adventure activities only appealed to a few, those who were sporty / adventurous.

Qualitative input from the Focus group.
Most attractive tourist offers if visiting Lithuania

Top 3
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Preferred length of stay in Lithuania

Sample: All, N=1210

4%

6%

27%

51%

11%

1%

1 night

2 nights

3 nights

4-7 nights

8-14 nights

15 nights or longer

What would be the most optimal travel length to Lithuania for you? (single choice)

3 nights stay is more appropriate for people who prefer classic tourism trips (sightseeing).

4-7 nights stay is more often chosen by people with 851-1300 GBP monthly income, those

preferring both trips organised by agencies and individually, also Lithuania's Considerers.

8-14 nights stay is more attractive to people from Scotland, who are retired, those who choose to

travel abroad by bus individually, those who prefer staying in camping.

4-7 nights is the most optimal trip choice.

When analyzing the preferred length of travel to Lithuania by most attractive 

types of tourism, it is seen that the longer stay of 8-14 nights would be more

preferred by those who would choose health, camping, canoeing types of 

tourism as well as slow tourism.

2- or 3-nights stay would be more often chosen by those who would prefer 

short weekend trip to 1 city. 

56% ▲ 30% 29% 37% 33% 57% 33% 30% 45% 36% 33% 29% 22% ▼ 33% 16% ▼ 67% 41%

41%

60% ▲ 54%
51% 54%

29%
54% 59% ▲

45%
46% 57%

52% 66% ▲
57%

67% ▲

33%

49%

4% 10% 17% 12% 13% 14% 14% 11% 10% 18% 11% 19% 12% 9% 14% 9%
0,5% 3%

Short
weekend trip

Classic Health
tourism

Wellness Food Religious Family Nature Cycling Camping Historical Canoeing Cultural Nightlife and
Entertainment

Slow tourism Work
Incentives trip

Shopping

Up to 3 nights 4-7 nights 8-14 nights 15 nights or longer **
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Attractiveness of places / landmarks in Lithuania

Sample: All, N=1210

38%

37%

36%

31%

22%

19%

16%

16%

10%

9%

12%

Palanga resort, the Baltic seaside

Trakai Historical National Park with
Island castles

Kaunas European Capital of Culture
2022

Vilnius

Curonian Spit National Park famous
for sand dunes at the Baltic Sea

Mineral water resorts of Druskininkai
and Birštonas

National Parks

Cold war heritage

The Hill of Crosses – memorial and 
place of worship

Kernavė Hillforts

Don’t know / difficult to say

Which of the following places / landmarks in Lithuania would be most attractive for you? (multiple choice)

38% 37% 36%

31% 22% 19%

16% 16% 10%
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Types of travelers. Travel preferences

Visitors
People who have visited Lithuania 

within the last 5 years

N=48

Considerers
People who have not visited Lithuania within 

the last 5 years, but they have thought about it

N=85

Intenders
People who are planning to visit 

Lithuania

N=89

Rejectors
People who do not want to visit 

Lithuania

N=43

35%

27%

23%

23%

21%

19%

17%

17%

15%

15%

10%

2%

4%

25%

48%

21%

0%

Short weekend trip

Cultural tourism

Nature tourism

Historical tourism

Food tourism

Family tourism

Slow tourism

Shopping tourism

Wellness tourism

Nightlife and Entertainment

Classic tourism

1 night

2 nights

3 nights

4-7 nights

8-14 nights

15 nights or longer

Preferred types 

of tourism

Top3 most 

attractive places 

in Lithuania

Preferred length 

of travel to 

Lithuania

▼ Statistically significantly less

▲ Statistically significantly more

32%

42% ▲

33% ▲

38% ▲

31%

15%

13%

6%

11%

15%

24%

1%

6%

19%

61%

11%

2%

Vilnius 52%▲ Vilnius 52% ▲ Vilnius 48% ▲ Baltic seaside (Palanga, Klaipėda) 37%

Kaunas 46%
Trakai Historical National Park with 

Island castles
41% Kaunas 46%

Mineral water resorts of 

Druskininkai and Birštonas
30%

Baltic seaside (Palanga, Klaipėda) 38% Kaunas 38%
Trakai Historical National Park 

with Island castles
38%

Trakai Historical National Park 

with Island castles
26%

30%

39% ▲

34% ▲

31% ▲

26%

19%

17%

11%

10%

16%

13%

1%

6%

15% ▼

61%

17%

1%

16% ▼

9% ▼

19%

14%

21%

16%

9%

9%

12%

5%

14%

19% ▲

7%

28%

40%

7%

0%
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Expectations towards Lithuania’s
offer

• Short weekend trip is the most preferred type of tourism in Lithuania (30%). Food tourism 

(26%) and cultural tourism (25%) follow up. 

• Lithuania’s Considerers and Intenders more often choose cultural, historical and nature 

tourism. People who travel on their own would choose cycling tourism more often.

• 4-7 nights’ stay (51%) or short weekend trip up to 3 nights stay (37%) in Lithuania seems 

to be the most appropriate choice for the most British travelers.

• Palanga resort and the Baltic seaside (38%), Trakai historical national park (37%), 

Kaunas (36%)* and Vilnius (31%) seemed as the most attractive places** for British tourists. 

• Vilnius and Cold War heritage is more attractive to men as well as Considerers and 

Intenders, while Curonian Spit and mineral water resorts seem more attractive to women.

• Vilnius is also more attractive for people who know some more about Lithuania than only its 

name and geographical place, post-graduated, highest earners, ones who travel 

independently and stay in rented apartments.

• Tourism in National Parks is more attractive to younger travelers (up to 40 y. o.), also to those 

who travel on their own and enjoy camping.

*mentioning that it is European Capital of Culture 2022

**from places included in this research

Top 

Findings
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Impact of Covid-19 on travel plans

Sample: All, N=1210

32%

33%

22%

10%

2%

I still do not travel and do not
have plans for upcoming trips

I didn’t travel recently but I have 
plans for upcoming trips

I travel and have plans but
traveling amount is smaller
comparing to pre-pandemic

situation

I travel as much as earlier
(before COVID situation)

I travel more than earlier (before
COVID situation)

Female travelers, residents of Wales and Scotland, those who have children, those who have the

lowest income, also people who travel once a year, who prefer sightseeing trips more often say

they still do not travel nor have plans for future trips.

People from North West and those who travel once a year more often say they did not travel

recently, but already have plans for future trips.

Travelers aged 30-39, residents of London, those who have post-graduate level of education,

people with mid-high income, from North West, and Lithuania’s Visitors more often say they travel

and have plans, but less frequently.

British travelers note that the pandemic situation had an impact on their 

travel habits and plans – either they still do not travel and do not have plans 

for upcoming trips (32%) or did not travel recently, but already have plans 

for future trips (33%).

Do you think your travel abroad habits have returned to pre-pandemic level? (single choice)
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Impact of Covid-19 on willingness to visit Lithuania

Sample: All, N=810

7%

7%

70%

10%

6%

Definitely less willing

Rather less willing

In the same degree

Rather more willing

Definitely more willing

Male travelers, 30-39 y. o. people, residents of largest cities of United Kingdom, people

who have children, those having the largest personal income, travelling several times a

year, Lithuania's Considerers and Intenders more often state their wish to come to

Lithuania has increased.

People who do not have children, Lithuania non-Considerers and non-Rejectors more often

state their willingness has remained unchanged.

People with the lowest education level, people who work part-time and Lithuania Rejectors

more often state they are even less willing to come to Lithuania than before the pandemic

period.

16% of British travelers are more willing to visit Lithuania than before 

pandemic outbreak. 70% state their willingness stayed at the same level.

Nowadays, would you be more or less willing to go to Lithuania for tourism than before the pandemic outbreak? (single choice)

14%

16%
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Types of respondents. Impact of the COVID-19 on 
travel

15% ▼

17% ▼

35% ▲

27% ▲

6%

15%

40% ▼

46% ▲

I still do not travel and do
not have plans for

upcoming trips

I didn’t travel recently but I 
have plans for upcoming 

trips

I travel and have plans but
traveling amount is

smaller

I travel as much as earlier

I travel more than earlier

Less willing (1+2)

In the same degree (3)

More willing (4+5)

Impact of 

Covid-19 on 

travel plans

Impact of 

Covid-19 on 

willingness to 

visit Lithuania

▼ Statistically significantly less

▲ Statistically significantly more

19% ▲

32%

28%

19% ▲

2%

7% ▼

49% ▼

44% ▲

17% ▼

29%

28%

21% ▲

4%

4% ▼

45% ▼

51% ▲

40%

40%

14%

7%

33% ▲

51% ▼

16% ▼

Visitors
People who have visited Lithuania 

within the last 5 years

N=48 (small sample size)

Considerers
People who have not visited Lithuania within the 

last 5 years, but they have thought about it

N=85

Intenders
People who are planning to visit 

Lithuania

N=89

Rejectors
People who do not want to visit 

Lithuania

N=43 (small sample size)
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Travelling during the pandemic in 
general and to Lithuania

• 65% of the British travelers state they did not travel recently due to Covid-19 

pandemic. However, around a half of them already have plans for upcoming trips. Only 

12% travel as frequently or even more than before the pandemic period. These are more 

often male travelers, residents of North East of United Kingdom, residents from the 

largest cities, also those who run their own business as well as have the highest 

personal income. 

• 16% of British travelers say they are more willing to come to Lithuania than before 

the pandemic period (more often male travelers, 30-39 y. o. people, residents of the 

largest cities of United Kingdom, people who have children, those who have the highest 

personal income, travel several times a year, Lithuania's Considerers and Intenders). At 

the same time, 14% changed their mind and say they would rather not travel to Lithuania 

anymore. 70% state their willingness has remained unchanged.

Top 

Findings
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